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Inc.us try and the military forces have always reco
;
-
nized the importance of supervision. Ihe role of the super-
visor at the lower level, however, has assumed greater
significance in recent years -- seemingly in direct propor-
tion to the expansions made in the two organizations,
industry has acknowledged this &y providing its personnel
with planned supervisory development, a major aspect of which
has been formal classroom training. The target for the
biggest snare In supervisory training has been the indus-
trial foremen, who comprise the largest f^roup of super-
visors in our industrial economy; and much credit for the
success of our industrial expansion during ? orld if.-ar 11
was attributed to the supervisory training which prepared
these foremen for the huge task of planning, organizing,
and controlling the work of the great influx of untrained
workers to the defense industries, rostwar research into
many phases of supervision, and managements increased reali-
zation that supervisory training pays goo^' dividends, have
been instrumental factors in maintenance of high priority
in this ileld. The value of such training is adequately
voiced by Msher's recent statement thnt, "It is not just
a coincidence that the Letter managed companies are spend-
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ing a great deal of time and money in developing their
management personnel at both the supervisory and executi
level."1
the Havy too has recognised the importance Loth of
supervision and of training, r-mphasis on foreman training
in industry has suggested a comparative a udy of the super-
visory training of the Chief rvtty Officer, selected here
as a tentative i.avy counterpart to the industrial foreman.
Recent literature*1 and personal observation* of the author
baaed on over ten year* of naval experience aboar p,
in a training activity, and in an aircraft squadron, indi-
cate that formal classroom training in supervision plays
no lar e role in the preparatory experience of Chief retty
Officers, This present investigation, therefore, is a
review of the supervisory training methods presently used
in industry wnich might profitably be adopted for classroom
training of Chief Petty ffleers in the iiavy.
A recent survey among seventy-five companies which
are considered leaders in the field of industrial super-
visory training, revealed that the vast majority now
1
ftaldo B« Fisher, ~e ve lopmen t of : u^ervKory rer -
aonnel, bulletin Bo. 20, Industrial Halations Section,
California institute of Technology, Pasadena, 19' 1, p. £•
2
"Leadership rrogram, 0*8* fjaval Training; bulle-
tin, October 19l«d, pp. 17-21.
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5acknowledge it 88 a continuing responsibility.* This study
accordingly is concerned! with thief Petty Officer training
within local commands, since these are the most feasible
locations for continuous training. The term local command
refers to a Navy unit such as an aircraft squadron, ship,
or station.
TitKI4IWuLQGY
Clarification of terminology lends further definition
to the problem. Supervisor has been defined as any person
who is in formal control over others, irrespective of his
high or low status in the hierarchy.^ As used herein, only
those two or three lower levels of supervisors, frequently
designated as line supervisors, are considered. Industry
has usually referred to the foreimn as a supervisor in this
category; nence, the two terms are used interchangeably.
The Chief Petty Officer appears to be the nearest
Navy counterpart to the industrial foreman, riis position
is the top enlisted prade in the Mavy, above which come
the warrant officer and then the corritnis sinned ranks. Many
of the references to the Chief Petty Officer might apply
to petty officers of lower grades, since they too are super-
Conference Poard report, developments in >c uper-
vlsory Training, S tuuies in Personnel Policy, Bo. 124,
National Inu ustrial Conference l>o&rd, Inc. Vmi iork, p.
* John l« ififfner, ±fre 5 upcrvislon of Personnel ,
Prentice -Hall, Inc., Hew lork, 19^1, p. 6.
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visors in many instances. However, for purposes of this
study, they have been excluded.
Supervision connotes the development of individual
strengths and the direction of activities of a group in
such a way as to effect improvement in an organization of
which the supervisor is a part. Rather than the performance
of a mechanical task, the term implies the coordination of
the efforts of one or more subordinates. As such, super-
vision is often labelled administrative leadership and is
accompanied with authority to make decisions which will
affect the work procedures of others. \m extent of such
authority and the qualifications demanded, vary with the
position of the supervisor in the hierarchical structure.
la analysing the requirements of supervisors at the foreman
level, one source lists the three major areas of knowledge
and responsibility as: (1) Job skill, (2) Job management
and (3) man management.-' Job skill includes the technical
lis, knowledges, and abilities which the supervisor needs
for the Job. Job management responsibilities include plan-
ning, organising, and controlling the work for all of the
subordinates. Man management includes the training and
handling of people. The term supervision was purposely
selected in lieu of leadership; the connotation intended
* Robert D. Loken and Earl I . -rong, c.-upervision
in business and Industry , Funk and © snails Company! >*ew
fork, 19i*9» p. 9.
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1
is "leadership In the ®ork situation" rather than the usual
concept of military leadership. Reparation of the two la
admittedly difficult In the execution of the Chief Petty
Officer's duties; however, the emphasis In this study is
on the work; situation.
t£X EBIH LS ommak-
ie Mvy spends a large proportion of its time ^nd
energy In training, for the success or failure of any of its
assigned missions may depend on its operational readiness,
as determined by its training. ilt training is aduiinlster-
ed by the higher echelonsj Individual training within the
unit is directed largely by the local command. Mnce wide
discretion In th© selection and emphasis of areas of individ-
ual training for officers and men within a command 3s allowed
the commanding officer of the squadron, ship, or station, con-
sideration might be g:Iv©n to this present study by these c




The ultimate objective of the study is a proposal for
improving supervision of Chief Petty Officers through formal
training at the local level. In achieving this, the rela-
tive merits of formal training as cow pared to on-the-job
instruction, experience, and other methods of supervisory

development, are not debited. Other objectives Include a
determination of the nature of supervision and a review




In Chapter II support for comparison of the Chief
Petty Officer with the foreman is sought, usin- the previous-
ly mentioned definition of supervision aa a basis. The
comparison is extended to a historical review of evolving
concepts of these two types of supervisors and their super-
visory training.
Chapter 1X1 describes the responsibility for the var-
ious types of training in the Havy and considers the In-
fluence that the rureau of Personnel exerts over formal
schooling witiiin its authority and over local training
throughout the «avy.
In Chapter IV the nature of supervision and fcfeft
practicability of its acquisition through training, are
discussed, the views held by research workers on the one
side, and by military and industrial men on the other,
are considered.
in Chapter V the methods and techniques used in
foreman training which might be applicable to I hief Petty
Officer training* are described in fairly lengthy detail.
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•apter VI concludes the study with a brief summary,
accompanied by conclusions and recommendations.
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A wide variety of the abundant material available on
foremen served as reference materiel for the historical de-
velopment of the foreman, supervisory training, and the
effectiveness of training methods. Purveys of supervisory
training by the National Industrial Conference Beard and
Qulletins on supervisory personnel prepare;; by the industrial
halations Section of the California Institute of Technology,
were consulted frequently for the latest developments in
supervisory train!; g. These were supplemented by recent
information from periodicals dealing with the approaches
being made to supervisory training, problems. A recent
thesis by Skells, 6 and Le iter's "The Foreman in Industrial
relations, "^ were helpful in establishing the basis for
comparison of the foreman with the Chief rt-tty Officer.
Limitations must be placed on the documentation of
the historical development of the Chief Petty officer and
his local training, since a lack of textbooks or surveys
was encountered, nowever, the present status of the Chief
c
James r. kells, "A Comparison ::«tween the Position
of the Foreman in Industry and the flon-c sioned Officer
in the Army," Unpublished Masters Thesia, Onio State Oni-
vemity, 19 r 0.
7
* Robert D. Leiter, Trie r orewan In industrial rela -
tions. Columbia University rreae. Sew Sork, !%&•
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8Petty officer and his. training are based on the author's
personal experience, consultation with his colleagues,
recent Havy periodicals, and official publications, and






IAS IS FOK (
Most authorities on the subject of supervision refer
to tne foreman as a key raan in 1 nous try. M>J base this
belief mainly on the fact th«t he la the connecting link
between the executive and the worker; and that, because of
hira, the work pets done. In much the earse llftlt the Chief
Petty Officer has been referred to as the "backbone" of
the Mavy; he represents the connecting link between the
officer hierarchy and the worker ^rou] o posed of the
lower enlisted ratings. A conclusion reached as a result
of a recent comparison study of the position of the foreman
with the non-co&rissioned officer in the Army, lanes fur-
ther support to the comparison of the foreman with the
Chief Petty Officer (since the Chief Petty Officer corres-
ponds to the non-conjmlssioned officer used la the study).
When tested against twelve ingredients of a sound personnel
administration, the author concluded that the foreman and
the non-cosE35ies.ioned officer occupy the same relative
pMlfeifiM in the line of authority,
I*urther basis for comparison can be found by listing
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responsibility which were listed in the aforesu.ntion
definition or supervision (I.e., job skill, job isanagement,
and man mangement), and check! « functions of the Chief
rutty Officers against them. e functions listed are those
determined by a Philadelphia company which nas been conduet-
s ipervisory conferences over a period of years and are
2
considered representative of foremen functions In general.
functions under the category of job skill will not
be listed since they vary for eac job, needless
to say, the skill, knowledge, &na abilities required of a
foreseen of machinists, carpenters, etc. art arable to
those needed for a Chief Officer machinist, carpenter,
etc., in L raance of a job. iae "Unit -ates *<avy
Occupational handbook"* and "Table of Occupational iiela-
ashipa"* provide validity for this comparison by relat-
ing job skills required for specialties in the iavy with
fchwCC similarly required in industrial jobs. The former
is a nanual for civilian guidance counselors and levy class-
ification officers and Is a detailed factual presentation of
ail phases of the navy's occupational structure. Vocational




* U.S. Mavy, United I' tates wavy occupational hand -
book .
k
-*reau of Htv&l Personnel, Table o£ occupational
Relationships , fart 1, Mvr'i-ri l r;d$U» *?une, 19 r,l.
• 8C
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sented, and include the duties and responsibilities, specif-
ic tasks performed, work assignments, qualifications end
preparation, training f:iven, and related civilian jobs for
each* (See Appendix 1 for attached sample). The second
publication correlates the relationships of civilian occu-
pations to Wavy specialties by matching -tfavy Job Classifica-
tion codes and titles with corresponding numbers and titles
given in the "dictionary of Occupational Titles" for civil-
ian Jobs,
The functions of job management, often called manager-
lal functions, ares
1. rl arming each day'e work in advance.
2. Coordinating the activities of the employees
and the work process.
$» Inspecting work, materials, etc.
4. Seeing that equipment is maintained in rood
condition.
$. Safeguarding the health and safety of the
employees.
6. feeing that eevklfig conditions are kept
up to standard (good housekeeping }•
7« Maintaining quality.
.. Conserving supplies and materials
(waste prevention),
9. Keeping productions &n& other records,
10. Preparing reports,
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12. Assuming responsibility for error* and
mistakes of their subordinates.
lp. Passing on to their superiors pertinent
information about employees and their
work.
Without listing these functions again, the author,
from past personal experience aboarc ship* in a training
command, and In an aircraft squadron, notes that the var-
iously employed Chief Petty Officers perform these same
general functions, altho gh some tine a in greater or less
degree. These observations are further supported by refer-
ence to the "United states i.evy Occupational handbook"
which mentions some of these same job management functions
for the i.avy Petty Officer. It specifically states that
t e petty officers in the higher grades perform the more
responsible duties of supervision and Instruction, thus
paralleling the foreman's job management functions of plan-
ning, organising, and controlling the work of subordinates.
Another i*avy source giving written analysis of the
supervisory functions of the Chief Petty officer classifies
them under five headings — knowledge of: the job, policy,
iow to handle men, job methods, and instructional methods.
5
An extract of these five classes of supervisory knowledge
required by the Navy supervisor is included as Appendix II,
5
rureau of iiJaval Personnel, The * hipboard Training
alanual
. Standards and Ourrioulum division, karch,1940,
PP. d-9.
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since It adds continued evidenoe to the similarity in job
management functions as listed above, and the man management
functions which follow.
The final category, arid the one often considered the
most important, is man management, it includes the follow-
ing- functions:
1. I electing new employees in line with the
hiri aides oJ^ the company and the
limits of their authority.
2. Helping to induct new employees.
3. Interpreting company policies and regula-
tions to their employees.
i*.. Training their workers to perform their
Jobs safely and efficiently.
5» Giving orders and assigning duties and
responsibilities.
6. Maintaining" discipline.
7. Handling complaints and grievances.
8. : uilcing employee morale.
9. t^LGpln, their employees informed about
proposed changes that will affect him.
10. Letting employees know how they are
"getting along."
11. Looking after the comforts of their
employees.
12. developing employees by means of training,
transfers, &mi promotion.
13 • Securing employee cooperation.








One acquainted with Kavy life will note that with
the possible exception of the first function, the Chief
Fetty Officer controls, in such the same det&reG, these same
isan management (leadership) functions. *he unit Chief
cty Officer is responsible for inducting the new enlisted
man to the ship, squadron, or station. Ke interprets local
regulations for the newcomer, trains him to perform safely
and efficiently, gives orders, maintains discipline, handles
complaints, and is responsible for building his morale.
Likewise, the Chief i'etty Officer informs the enlisted man
of the "latest word", lets nlm icnoe how he is progressing,
looks after his personal comforts, aide in his development
by means of training and recommendations for promotion, se-
cures his cooperation, ad aids him whan he is in trouble.
The foregoing analysis provides continued validity
for the analogy made In 1919 that the "foremen are the non-
commissioned officers of industry."6 The above listed
functions of supervisors are general rather then specific
necessarily so since thej vary among co panics ana seem in
a constant state of change, in tracing the hi story of the
foreman and Chief retty of I ioer it will be shown how and
why some of these functions have changed.
j ton : . awtcins, r oreman Training Courses ,
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FORE-MAN - 'thlT i\ :, 'A < TT
The abundance of literature about the foreman fieems
fee describe Mm by two methods; one, a personality descrip-
tion baaed on the *&ay he handles people, and two, a
functional description based on his duties, th descrip-
tions are herein combined and presented as M s typical fore-
man." A composite description li <rtant since it determin*
ed to a great extent the content and evolution of foreman
training courses.
Several suggestions for the stairs of development
In the evolution of today* s foreman ha va been oftttred, but
the one which seems most applicable in this comparison
study is the three-stage development where the emphasis on
th© basic qualification for a foreman changed fro.':: | hyslcal
competence, to technical co petence, and mor© recently to
human relations competence.
i« foreman of the first, or physical competence
stage, was th© owner -f the company or his direct representa-
tive in the shop, iirimahaw has described him as follows
j
"The old type of foreman - now happily almost extinct -
was often little better than the plantation overseer in
the slavery days before our Civil iar; he was not far re-
moved from the two-fisted mate of the windjammer."' is
7
Robert Grimshaw, Foreman Past ana Present, Blddle









function* were all inclusive; he aired his own workers,
decided their rates of pay, imposed his own regulations,
determined his own standards of conduct and performance, and
dismissed them when it was his whlra to do so.° Operating
under the belief in "rule by divine right," the foreman
relied heavily M discipline as the means for proruotlnr re-
duction. One source states, "years ago the conception of a
good foreman was a person who could siake his subordinates
produce, and the meaning of the word •make' was often
interpreted quite literally, cila function was to force
production."^
Trie second stage, that which emphasised technical
competence, occurred near the end of the 19th century when
aass production methods and large concern© caiae into
10
being* The foreman of this era was not entirely devoid
of the driver-type characteristics of his predecessor;
however, he was chosen more on the basis of hie technical
skill than on his physical competence, and he was told,
but not forced, to become a "leader" rather than a "crlver".
In 1920 Crd»ay Tead quoted Henry ft« Lennison, president of
1
W. D. Scott and R. C. Clothier, vcraionnel *\ nace -
ment , A. »'. Shaw Com any, Chicago and .lew York, 19Z% pp.
9 Edwin S« Ghiselli and Clarence . rown, Personnel
and ..n us trial rsycholoCT , icQraw-,t1 11 i_ook Coapany, Inc.,M York, 191}<i, pp. 360-361.
10
cells, o^. cit., p. 7.
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tbi ^ennison Manufacturing Company, as stating that ha
doubted t-iat th*re sould not be found some sample of the
llowing-bull" type of foreaanship in every factory.
A typical foreman of this stage, however, is adequately de-
scribed as follows:
With rare exceptions foremen as a class
are men of mature years with well-estab-
lished habits and with much practical
experience to their credit, reliable
statistics show that the typical foreman
has climbed up from the ranks, and that
he has had little formal schooling beyond
that required by law. In fact, a consider-
able percentage of them somehow escaped even
complying with the law, their education,
barrin L limited knowledge of the three R 1 ©,
being obtained in the 'school of hard
knocks » .12
During this secom; stage there app.are: major e as
to the function© of the foreman which seriously affected his
position in industry. Leiter states, "The lose of the powers
and responsibilities of the foreman was the result of tech-
nological, organisational, and functional development of
industry."1
*
Whereas the foreman was in complate control of his
production schedule until shortly before *orld V;ar I, the
application of the principle of division of labor with the
Grdway Tsad, "The rroblem of Incentives and Output,"




May, 1920, pp. 170-179.
12
D« J. MacDonald, Executive I raining for r'oramen
,
i-ional^ iresa Company, i»ew lork, 1020, p. 2.
13
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resultant use of specialists una staff personnel, and the
growth and complexity of industrial org»BiaatlOft« removed
* many of the production functions from him.
centralisation of control over production was nec-
essarily followed in the 1920*8 by the advent of the person-
nel department in orver to maintain uniform! fej of personnel
policies throughout the factory, 1'he supervisor now shared
the right to hire and fire with the personnel department,
and in many cases he ma.. a only recommendations regarding
1)
these two functions. ^
jss of his power to fire, the advent of the union
shop steward or shop committeeman as a buffer between him-
self and the worker, and the expanded influence of staff and
functional departments, nave altered the job and status of
the foreman. One study has found:
These long term trends in the foremen's respon-
sibilities and authority may be summarised as:
(1) a drop in the foreman's authority (2) a
drop In the foreman's responsibility for making
policies (3) a rise in the foreman's responsibil-
ity for executing policies. *5
This does not mean that the foreman has lost the position
as a key man; rather does it shift the emphasis from tech-





* i umner B« licter and others, "report and Findings
of a Panel of the II.W.L.H. In Certain Disputes Involvir.
pcrvisors," 1945, p. inl.
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There are many who fe;. t »c are now on the thres-
had of this third stage la the development of the foreman •
the ktouftB relatione phase. c ome organisations have selected
eandidatea with little or no job skill, but with excellent
quail flcatlona for training and handling .le, on the
baeia that It Is easier to t the required job skill than
the management ejfct trainin rv*li«, 10 This ie far from being
a widely used procedure, ^;ut it do-t.s emphasize a point which
current literature indicates emphatically — thfit training
foremen la human relation* has almost become a necessity.
One source indicates a prevalent belief amon? many companies
j
As *e review industry and management and
especially the case material assembled in
the literature, we see that the handling
of manpower hasa almost invariably been the
most important factor in the problem in-
volved. Pacini/ an age of competition, *e
see plainly that the industry which cxeells
in manpower control, i.e., in the aevelo -
ment and utilisation of the human elenent,
is bound to win out ,17
|M present day foreman is apparently be in. forced by
legislation, social pressure, and other forces, to consider
the human element mora carefully la his dealings with sub-
ordinates. The use of physical force is almost entirely
omitted, but there is still great emphasis placed on his
technical competence. A recent survey on his educational
IT
taken nd ' trong, o£. clt ., p. 9«
Gillian . hlbreth and Alio
In Manpower 4a n&cement , 19U?# PP« &»5«
1? ce R. cook, -he Foreman
6ftj9t.
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bf- • ->und reveals it to be higher than hie predecessor,
but etlU relatively low. A. sneak of statistics In four
co«rpeni B P recently revealed that sironr the present day fore-
men, about half of them did not continue their education be-
yond grander school, only 50^ graduated from high school,
and out of 12$ «tte colle pi , only 5*hx received de-
It
grace.
; . TOf-,* POP /.Ilo.'iG
remanship training, was the third phase of the
broad field of American Industrial, train' Rg and did not be-
come prevalent until korld $ar I. larly emphasis was on
training of executives and technical experts, and this
was accomplished through colleges and technical schools.
At, the training of workers became important in the IgcO's
and attained national attention in the passage of the Feder-
al Vocational i-ducation Act,^9
The earliest type of foreman training, alt b not
formally designed as such, ll individual coach! i the
Job, Uris indicated the prevalent lack of formal training
for the supervisor at the beglnn f this century by
stating, u Uot many years ago there was only one way to





Feaeral ^oard for Vocational Education, oil* tin
So, 36, o£, cit ., p, 5S.
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That was to g#t a foreman's job and practise it." 2t>
ahort coming s of this trial and error method ware realised,
especially as functionalisttion and specialisation became
prevalent under expanded &n& mass production techniques,
ivome pioneer efforts were circcted towards Improving super-
vision through formal training, but they were limited to
the larger companies because of the expense Involved and
because the training methods were still in the experimen-
tal stage. Of those instituted, the methods of presentation
used most commonly were lecture, conference, and text study.
In paralleling the typical foreman of the time, the emphasis
in the training was placed on coat efficiency and technical
competence in the interests of greater production. The
difficulties experienced in foreman training up to world
#ar I were "In connection with mistaken or undefined aims,
unsuitable instructors, improper conditions, work based on
unsuitable educational theory, and unorganized work."**
&orld War I provided the first significant impetus
to foreman training. Postwar interest and activity in
this field were continued because the value of properly
organised training: and its definite results were demonstrat-
ed &nd because the "weak link" (the foreman) In the indue-
^5
—
Auren Uris, improved Foremanship , itacmillan
Company, Re* ¥ork, 19^5, preface.
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trial chain had to be strengths- ed so that production meth-
ods would be efficient to rs.ee t anticipated i'oreign competi-
tion.22
f>OGM» indication of the prevalence of foreir*anahip
training course* in this period is given in two surveys
taken in the 1920*8 . The Lepartment of Manufacture revealed
knowledge of 10* foremanship courses between June. 192^ and
June, 192 5» 52h courses in the following year, and 933 in
1926-1927 period. 2^ Another survey conducted in IfefeOf small
plants, each employing 2$0 workers or less, and in 1,676
plants, each employing more than 250 workers, revealed or&an«
ised foremanship training in k*9% °£ the email plants, and
V)*2& of the larger ones. **
the lecture, text study, and group conference, fre-
quently used in combination, were still the most commonly
used training methods. There was wide variety in course
content, but in keeping with the typical foreman of the
period, the emphasis was on technical training, production
methods, and other mechanical functions of the foreman. The
training in human relations was in most cases nerlected as
being less important.
22
ibid ., p. 53.
Chamber of Commerce of the tnited ! tatea, .typical
Foremanship rro^rams and Topics , department of Menu- acture,
I$2C, p. 1
p\
National industrial Conference co&rd. Industrial
delations Programs in Small Plants , I929, pp. I6-I0.
II
2$
Boring Vorld »ar 1, a new method of classroom train-
lag was introduced by C. R. Allen; It was known as the pro-
ject mtthod of training.*5 Sometimes referred to as the
ease method, It war, used in conferences as a method of in-
troducing typical problems of supervision. Advance prepara-
tion was made by cou&lttees on assigned problems to discover
authoritative answers from literature or their experience.
The findings were then discussed and an attempt was made to
form conclusions on which all could agree
•
The activity in training apparently decreased around
192^» ®&e source attributes tfeli decrease to management's
conclusion that H the foremen were destined to becoo* in-
creasingly unimportant as manage, ent came to assume the
responsibility for ^lannin,; , routing, and ttateiog all import-
26
ant decisions as to policy." Another cites the depression
as the prime cause for the lack of continued training, loth
were undoubtedly contributing factors; tne roint made is
that foreman training was race Mi was still at a low
ebb as compared to the activity and interest exerted today.
During Sorld fear II supervisory training received
its second and most important stimulus. Fern gives vivid
illustration of this by stating, Vetween July 1, 1940 and
^
ie Yoder, rerso nel atanacement lus trial
Relations, DS4FI Vol. 1, Prentice -nail. Inc., tfew Vork,
Loc. cit.










July l f IJlJn approximately 2, QUO, OQO supervisors employed
in war production industries had been trained or upgraded
through organised programs
.
M^ The claimed merits in this
statement might be debated, but It does present a true
picture of the activity in supervisory training,
ince the war, many companies have concuctad programs
for the first time, and more experienced ones have intensi-
fied their efforts. In 19W » survey among 3500 companies
revealed that 33*5% of then were conducting supervisory
training and development programs. A later import in
1952 by the iintional Industrial Conference '-~oard states
that training and development of foremen and supervisors
is presently at an ail -time high. '
The endless variety of supervisory training activit-
ies emerges as one of the most significant findings of this
latest survey. lib the emphasis being gradually shifted
to bftflsftfi relations training, the use of role-playing aid
case study methods have become more widespread, along with
the continued use of the lecture, conference, tad visual
aide. It is the purpose of a later chapter to describe
27~
George B« I vrn, training; For 'up- rvlsion in indus -
try . McGraw-Hill, New lork, 1%.^, p. l.~
2d National Industrial Conference I.oard, Personnel
Activities in American business (Revised); - tudif.s in Per-
sonnel Policy, 3o. i>6. Saw York, 1^1+7, p. 17.
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theae methods for os* !ble use in Improving supervision by
Chief Petty Officers.
IB 10
This part of the study Is subject to the Imitation
noted previously concerning the lack of authentic documen-
tation on the History of the Chief Petty Officer I
classroom training at the local level. Btvftl lens
have been concerned mostly with the accomplishments of the
whole Naval force, individual ships, or often famous offi-
cers; but their Interest in accurately describing the enlist*
ed man has been almost totally missing. The formal training
in Stvy schools h«*s been publicised widely through Savy
publications, but this differs fro--r; local trailing In that
It is rigidly controlled by the Bureau of torvonawl and
is of short duration. The effect of this formal schooling
the enlisted n&n as It relates to his supervisory develop*
ment is discussed; In the following chapter. Also to be
clarified In thct connection la the influence of the Pureau
of Personnel on local training and how It Is exerted.
ther difficulty la encountered because local
classroom supervisory training for Chief Petty Officers
has not been differentiated from other local training
is reported on monthly or ^uarterl; forma. Also, observa-
tiona of that local training which ia conducteo throughout
.q he




the Savy, have not been compiled and cissemlnated as they
have frequently bten in Industry in the Tors: of surveys of
foreman training. Consequently, MM author's personal ex.
lence, consultation with his colleagues* and some data avail*
able In training magazines, are combined to present a brief
view of the history of the Chief Petty officer and his local
training, ilrst, the evolution of the Chief ^etty Officer
will be described; this is followed by an example of his
training based on the past experience of the autnor.
The development ot the Chief Petty Officer has been
similar to the three-stage development of the foreman;
hence, the discussion will parallel rather closely that of
his industrial counterpart. Most of the references to the
two-fisted mate as the early American petty officer reveal
that he was a man of physical competence and that he was
selected primarily on that basis. The rugged life of the
seas eliminated most of the physically weak, and the stroi
est of those who remained were made leaders because of their
ability to "keep the rest in line.** The early training of
this petty officer, like that of the early foreman, was
accomplished on the job.-5 in fact, much local training
today is of this category, while not objecting to on-the-
job training: as a useful training appro ch, the reference
Bureau of i*avel re -sonnel. The tory of flays!








it made to show that ffWll tralnlnr was not deemed necessary
in this period,
k
This early selection procedure was superseded by one
based primarily on technical competence, for reasons similar
to those which were noted in industry, frith the advent of
metal ships, steam propulsion, intricate gunnery control
systems, and finally sonar and radar, the emphasis was placed
increasingly on technical competence »ore than the possession
of physical attributes. The change was not issnediately
effected, however, since prior to world re were
many examples of the military petty officer exercising the
functions of his position in much the same manner as the
foreman in industry did at the turn of the century. i\lu
word was law, and often times negative leadership, with the
31
use of fear as the prime motivation, waa resorted to.
The increases in sise and complexity of the Havy
have progressively removed some of the work functions from
the Chief retty Officer; this was especially noticeable
after the two world wars. One article written by a former
Chief r tty Officer, points to this as follows:
Tbj to some of the men who had sweated
out the period of unrest following the
first war, the old Chief ca^.e to the con-
clusion that the downward trend had tegun
in the early nineteen-twentitR, when the
u
ells, o£. cit., p. 32.
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finding of employment for the many excess
junior officer ha d taken away some of the
duties of the chiefs 1 ra tints, mainly of
leadership, thereby putting ^uite a crimp
in the * backbone of the HavyJ 1 **
The expansions in Industry, accompanied by technolo
ical, organisational, and functional development, were cited
previously as causes which changed the functions of the
foremen. The Davy's expansion, with its accompanied changes,
has likewise altered some of the Chief Petty Officer's
functions. Whereas formerly there were only the deck and
engineering divisions, now there are many divisions to cover
the various technical specialties. For example, the old
tiaee chief of the engineering division was responsible for
the entire propulsion and accessory equipment; today his
responsibility is limited to one of the four phases of the
engineer apartment — boilers, main engines, auxiliaries*
or electrical machines.
-ells mentions that the union and personnel move-
ments in industry, which emphasised the rights and ty
of the individual as constituting a powerful force, caused
a re-evaluation of leadership relationships and techniques
in the military forces as well as everywhere else.*^ in
addition, the expansion and widening of educational oppor-
_-
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tunities Introduced a change in our so-lrl :: nocture where-
by the Individual, military or civilian, asked for and ex-
pected fair treatment and re. tion. The former Chief of
$aval Personnel recognised military acceptance of this by
the following measage to all naval personnel;
fce say leadership must keep pace with 'social*
advance, because leadership essentially deals
with human relations* . ..In our modern democracy,
leadership leads rather than drives; one of
its functions is to teach and train, frhile .
our leaders command, they also show the ay.34
in conclusion, the worth and dignity of the individ-
ual is a creative force throughout the world; in permeating
the i*avy, it has made new and different demands on the tfavy
supervisor, if he is to function efficiently in the work
situation.
A prevalent opinion today applauds the technical com-
petence of the Chief Petty Officer as beinj of high order,
but it criticises his leadership ability as being far below
requires standards.' is opinionHs supported by comments
made by flag officers to the I ureau of Personnel in 19^ .
in criticising a common practice, one comment states specific-
ally that, "enlisted men are recommended for promotion with
little or no thought being given to their leadership abil-
ities."-^ The result has been obvious; today's Chief retty
-_
>H T. L. spra***, "A Heasaga From the Chief of Maval
Personnel," c.:., aaval 'i raining bulletin, rureau of Naval
Personnel, Uav 9 19l|.9, In trod,
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offloor Is too often a technician and not a leader, -any
of the present day c-hier'B received their rates dur ttM
paat war when promotions were rapid for taose having good
conduct plus technical ability. < onsequently, the "typical"
Wavy supervisor still resembles hi a industrial counterpart;
both are primarily technicians, in completing the parallel
analysis, sltnou t~h lacking statistics, it la stated con-
fidently that few of the present Chief Petty Officers have
attended college, iany have high school oiplomaa, and not
a few have failed to go beyond the first or second year of
high school, in conclusion, an assumption is cad© that the
educational backgrounds of the two supervisors are similar.
ittle mention has been made thus f r of tne local
training which the Chit. s%j officer undergoes. What
classroom training uote he receive which Is comparable to
foreman instruction and which develops his supervisory
ability? Using past observations^ within local uni ti as a
basis, the general conclusion is reached th&t very little
instruction, with the exception of the technical aspects
of Jons, is given to the job management and man management
areas of si: per vision. Tne fact that some skill in these
seerainj-ly ne ;lecte areas Is acquired by observation and
the job instruction is not overlooked. , the
inlon is offered that classroom methods conducted on a
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in the task of upgrading and walntaininr the effectiveneaa
of the supervisory forces, if industry has discovered
enough valuable material, excluding that concerned with the
acquisition of mechanical skills, to warrant continuous
programs for purposes of improving the proficiency of
their foremen, could not the same assumption be applied to
the Havy supervisor? The many benefits derived from incus
-
trial methods are mentioned in a later chapter; the proposal
Indicated here is that, if these procedures are fruitful
for industrial usage, their adoption by i«avy commands might
also prove advantageous.
ut majority of the efforts made to coordinate work
within a unit consist of the familiarly known meeting*
. uch Chief Petty Officer conferences or gathc. . are con-
vened, more often than not, for purposes of communi cation
of work to be done, pro osed operations which require the
cooperation and coordination of all sections, or for the
solution of pressing problems which have arisen* : uch meet-
ings, whether convened at regular or irregular intervals,
can not realistically be labelled as training sessions.
To be more specific, an explanation will be given
of a Chief Petty officer conference which was scheduled
at weekly intervals for periods of one hour in an aircraft
squadron, Lais, in the experience of the author, is the





room supervisory training. The engineering officer *as the
conference leader, and the group which attended consisted
of approximately forty Chief Petty Officers who were air-
craft mechanics, structural repairmen, or electrical and
electronic technicians. The combined functions of thes>e
supervisors, with the exception of gunnery personnel respon-
sibilities, were to supervise the work of their subordinates
so that the squaaron aircraft were in safe, flyable conol-
tion to meet operational commitments.
Again excluding technical instruction, the following
are some of the job management and man management functions
which were discussed. Since squadron operations varied
greatly from week to week, one of the prime topics was the
planning of work in advance so that flight schedules could
be effected. The electrician, mecnanlc, and repairman,
could offer estimates on the completion of their particular
ises of responsibility in preparing the aircraft for
flight. Systems which were used successfully in past exper-
iences of the conferees were discussed pro and con in an
effort to improve the coordination needed within the depart-
ment.
Much time was allocated to instruction in methods
for inspection and maintenance of equipment which were pecu-
liar to that type of aircraft assigned to the squadron. A
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mechanical failure would de&crile the symptom* or i
trouble and corrective measures taken to ma colleagues.
Is exchange of experience* aidea others in simplification
of their problems and promote i' tetter safety and efficiency.
Another portion of the conference was concerned *vith
instruction on preparing reports and records. Those forms
which required action by the chiefs were introduced and
explnined by the engineering officer, usually by lecture
method. The importance of these as a means of keeping the
engineering office Informed at all times on the etatue of
aircraft re&diness and per sonnel was stressed frequently.
The greatest value, derived from these conferences
resulted from the communication effected. The Chief Petty
Officers were Informed constantly of proposed changes
which were to affect them and their subordinates, and they
were often given opportunity to offer suggestions with re-
gard to the execution of many policies. Their advice was
requested on matters such as assignment of personnel with-
in the department, recommendations for advancement of their
subordinates to higher ratinrs, handling personal problems
of general Interest, and many more.
The conference method, as operated in the above ex-
ample, could not be classed as adequate 1* adersftip in-
struction. ' ome help was given to the hicf Petty Officer
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ant phases of supervision were ne^lecte^. one of the
psychology of leadership nor an understanding of methoas
for promoting better human relations were discus se 4 . ae
assumption was made that the dhlef ietty ^fi'icer had served
in the **avy for enou ne so that he knew how to le
his men; and this belief could very well have been false.
Ml instruction was given for methods for training his sub*
ordinates; again, the supposition was suae that because the
supervisor was technically qualified, he woula be able to
transfer such knowledge to others. .;u.er tuan management
iunctioiis such as maintaining discipline, handling complaints
and grievances, and developing morale coula have been stress-
ed as important considerations, aether than dealing with-
- oblems which have already occurred or are considered
pressing at the moment, training designed to meet leader*
ship situations before they happen might be core advantage*
ous.
Other units any possibly have better programs than
the one described; but none were encountered witni n the
experience of the author. Although this conference
accomplished much for this particular squadron, there ap-
pears opportunity for improvement based on a combination of
training methods similar to ones used in Industry. These
are described in a later chapter and are offeree; for con-








: :PONSIBItITILS FOB TRAItfliiO
Cince the prime objective of this stiidy is to offer
a proposal for supervisory training within local commands,
the preceding chapter was confined to Chief Petty -if leer
training at that lavel in order to understand the develop-
ment and current statue of any such training. i selection
of the local level, as mentioned previously, was based main-
ly on the fact that this location provided better opportun-
ity for continuous training. However, to ignore completely
other training which is available in the Kavy would be pre-
senting an Incomplete picture of the enlisted man's past
experiences in this respect, fines training In the Jiawjr
;iools has pronounced effect on the overall development
of most enlisted men, the present chapter was deemed essen-
tial to a better understanding of military training and the
mechanics of its operation, f'.oma of the sore important
questions to be answered are: l&hat types of schools does
the iftiy act for enlisted men? Who la rer " ble for
the administration and supervision of these schools? How
does the enlisted man qualify for entrance to them" t,
in general, ore the courses of instruction offered in these
iooIs, and how much do their contents relate to super-








and other train I have to local training? A
finally, not the least len to u considered, is how the
proposal of this study or r« Mi from field act-




The i-ureau of irersonnel is responsible for recruit,
basic, and technical training and education of all person-
nel of the ?*svy, both officers and enlisted men, as in-
dividuals, except that training which is assigned to other
bureaus, offices, or commands. e two notable exceptions
include the control of naval aviation trainin eh is
exercised b the deputy Chief of Ilaval Operations (Air)
th: the Chief of liavsl Air Training and air type com-
aenders, and secondly, the professional and technical educa-
tion and training of all medical personnel which is adminis-
tered by the Chief of the bureau of ..'.edleine and Surgery,
a final exceptl n includes fleet schools which, although
under icanagement control of the bureau of Personnel, are
under operatic al control of the Deputy Chief of ,eval Opera-
tions (Operations), included as Appendix 111 Is an organi-
sational chart which shows the training responsibilities in
1
espons bill ties ror .iaval training and x-duca-













the naval establishment. The entire scope of responsibility
for school training Is presented in siraplifie :m, and
the only other enlisted training, which is fcu.:plementary to
this, includes Individual and group instruction ©t the local
levels, Por purposes of this discussion the bureau of Per-
sonnel schools and the fleet schools ashore will be described.
The exceptions which apply to aviation a:: .leal personnel
are excluded since they are under control of their separate
bureaus. Their administration is similar to that of the
uriau of Personnel, &n& the schools and facilities avail-
able to personnel in these categories are co.; parable to
those provioed for the general service rates.
Prior to a description of the schools available and
t ir curricula it is desirable to mention the various
divisions, branches, and sections within the uresu of Per-
sonnel are concerned directly *lth specially desig-
nated phases of the vast responsibility of the bureau. iYf
administration and support of the ureau of Personnel train-
ing Program is the direct responsibility of I -ainlng
vision, which itself is subdivided into two branches.*
These are designated as the Field Administration branch
2
a bid ., p. 2.
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and the Standards and Curriculum Iranch. The former is
responsible for the planning, organising, administering,
and supervising of the -ureau of Personnel schools and is
concerned with "the what, the why, the where, and the when
of their establishment and operation.*"4" lbs latter, the
Standards <-. . urriculu* ranch, "develops and isapleioenta
plans with regard to training techniques and proceaurea;
produces and distributes training materials such as curric-
ula, bulletins, manuals, enlisted training courses, corres-
pondence courses, educational services, train! n g aids, sad
'ning films. "5 These inunctions indicate that the stand-
ards I ranch is concernec mostly witn t.ie question of how
such training under its cognizance is conducted. The broad
responsibilities of the two branches are further delegated
to sections, which number five in each one.
The Lnlisted xraininp- Section has cognisance over
the four categories ©f Bureau of Personnel chools, which
are designated as **?", MA", ":", and "C" schools. 6 Some
statistics on the number and the student load reveal the
intensity exerted in this formal school! n; durin :*ld
*tar II and at the present tisie. Schools operated and sup-
port©.: by the irureau of Personnel expanded from a prewar






total of 100 to approximately OFiaf t:ie *ar, and there
are about 200 presently in operation. At the height of
wartlike activity there were more thsi trainees re-
7
ceivin*.* lnstx- m at one time. although these figures
include both officer and enlisted schools, a conservative
estimate would be that t*o~thIrus of them are established
for enlisted s*en.
© f schools eonauct training at the preparatory
and basic training level, and the three sources providing
candidates are the recruit training centers, quota assign-
ments to corctsands afloat, and individual requests. A schools
.
-ovlde ground work Cor general service ratings by tech»
nically qualifying the enlisted men for third and second
class petty officer ratings. The b sohools provide more
advanced training, and their curricula qualify the higher
rated enlisted men for petty officer first class and the
chief ratings.
I :-,al category, designated as C type,
is established to develop a special skill and includes
such specialties as snisielans, deep sea divers, personnel-
zsan, motion picture operators, etc. Ihe curricula 1 ; er
£rom that of the F, A, and .. schools, in that they are not
designed to cover the full requirements for a ratir ,
What are the contents of the above znentioned schools?
* do they aid the petty officer to be a supervisor? A
-
. I ers Traini.'i rograns, " V . ftvai Vrain." ,,
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recent "'sit to Havy schools Ifl at the ssnd
Great Lakes training activities, and Including both avla-
n and general service types, revealed th © raajor
em haale was allott* the acquisition of fceehnleal skill,
The excellence of the instructional methods was noted, and
ere exists no doubt that the enlisted »a :n I n- these
ools Increases fell technical competence. This technical
11 would be categorized as job skill under the defini-
tion of supervision; its importance is realised as a de-
sireable requirement for those who are to supervi.' . tere.
wever, very few of the job management functio ' ruper-
vision were emphasised, and this is an important prerequis-
ite of the supervisor. In fact, the job menagesiant and
man management areas are considered rore vital for those
whose prime job is the coordination of the work of many sub«
ordinate*.
thin the formal schooling organization there exist
two courses which do train the enlisted man in leadership
and instructor functions, and they are comparable to fore-
msnsiip courses. Instructor training has been an Important
addition to fleet and • erviee schools. They were est t-
lished primarily to cultivate teaching; nullity among those
who are to be instructors in the formal schools, &n& con-
sequently this training is received only by those Chief






staff during their careers, Xhis obviously aoes not include
the majority of the Chief Petty Officers in the ;*avy, there-
fore much benefit would be derived from an extension of
this indoctrination to the maximum number of them, since
| co.Id rrore effectively give instruction to their sub-
ordinates In their divisional work within local unite.
The second course, which ales in supervisory indoc-
trination, provides instruction in leadership, in 1949 this
was included as a part of the curriculum of all naval enlist-
ed class A and I schools and is an improved co- lament to the
technical training which is administered, 8 course out-
line was based on a leadership publication which was dis-
tributed widely to all fleet onlts. At the time of Its
distribution, the recommendation was made by the rureau of
sonnel that similar courses should be administered by the
local units as a means of providing wider leader: training
In the Navy*
Opportunity for attendance at Havy schools Is not
available to every enlisted man; however, the man with norn*al
intelligence ami a desire for the training may qualify.
3
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Article .D-SJOij. of the bureau of Personnel >&nual states the
requirements
:
Aptitude for the school, course, ana type of
*.avy duty for which sucfr courses prepare him
based on physical characteristics, scores on
ftavy teets, civilian occupation, previous
training, experience, hobbies, and interests*
The organizational chart (Appendix ill) and the a ove
discussion reveal th&t the bureau of Personnel is not direct-
ly responsible for how local training is conducted or what
training Is accomplished. Its direct responsibility is
limited, in regard to enlisted training, to the formal
schools designated as fleet and service schools . In many
ways MM ureau does influence local tralni g indirectly.
First, the students who do attend the formal schools are
transferred to the fleet units, &nd their capabilities are
utilised by the local commands, fny new techniques and
"jwle c which are learned are shared with others. ' econdly,
the Training publications ."action disseminates Kavy training
courses, correspondence courses, the U.S. itaval Training
lleti , and other publications to fleet units. These serve
as helpful guides to trie local units in establishing their
training programs; and further, they provide current informa-
n on facilities which can be used by commands to upgrade









Aids and Distribution sections render valuable service to
local training by providing available educational and train-
ing materials. Films, training publications, texts, spec-
ial devices, and many more materials are thus available
to local units upon request.
The Chipboard Training Manual should be mentioned
as an excellent example of . ureau of personnel literature
9
which was designed to aid local training. c introduction
states specifically that the purpose of the manual is to
suggest methods for administration of a training program for
Individuals. It recognises that training needs vary among
units and therefore is confined to general recommendations
concerning administration of a progr mt techniques of in-
struction, ano training hints. EMI problem of applying
these general proposals into specific situations is a re-
sponsibility of the local command. To do this rest effect-
ively. It is recommended that a training board be established
to diagnose the tr&lninr needs within a unit and to effect
a suitable program to meet these needs. Tnus, the
Initiative of the board and the availability of time appear
as the only limitations to the scope and intensity of local
training. Part I of the manual provides nslpful directions
for the administration of a training program and stresses
Bureau of fteval Personnel, : hlpboard lrainl ? g.
Manual , op . clt.
.L»l
the importance of planning, organising, executing, con-
trolling, and coordinating any training. A chapter for each
of the above phases of administration is concerned with in-
structions and exanvles for their accomplishment, ^art two
offers suggestions relating to techniques of instruction
and examines tne four factors involved In any training situa-
tion, namely, the instructor, the trainee, the subject mat-
ter, and the method of instruction* i'art three offers general
training hints which will aid the instructor in essny training
situations. The v board Training .mnual has s rved as a
useful reference for the solution of local training problems,
and most unite have used parts of its content &mn applies ble
to their needs. It is again emphasised that tne infor; r.tion
is offered as a suggestion and in no way is the connotation
of a directive or order implied.
T. ; I^IlJd RECC PAfXQ g ^ - 'I .a^
It has been explainer that individual units receive
recommendations for improving their training procedures
from the bureau of Personnel training manuals and publica-
tions, fheae units can, in turn, offer any innovations
which they have found successful to tfes bureau, and if of
interest to other £iavy units, t :e information is dissemin-
ates via current Issues of training bulletins. ds





are using to solve tnelr training problems, ror any propos-
al such as the one resulting from this study to reach the
local units, it would be submitted to the Bureau of Personnel,





St RyiSOf* - l ..: j gj! KAgg?
Can training improve supervision? Is supervision art
or science? These and other practical questions which f*rise
in any consideration of a training*, program suggest a brief
susBsary of the views of research workers and men responsible
for sue i programs. Fisher offers exam,, lea of this diversity
of opinion by quoting the expressed views of '"pengler on the
one hand and that of Krech and Crutchfield on the other.
9pengler states;
As in every process there is a technique
of direction and a technique of execution,
so equally self-evidently, there are men
whose nature is to consand men whose nature
is to obey. . . .Governing, deciding, gttldlng,
cosimandinp is an art, a di.flcult technique,
and like any other it presupposes an Innate
talent. 2
Krech and Crutchfiel,, on the other hand, state:
ery individual jssy, given trie proper group
and the proper situation, MNM to serve as a
leader.,.. It is mln? more widely appreciated,
at least by t .ose who deal directly with the
obiem of leadership in r-overreran t, In ius-
iness, in education, and in all sorts of or-
ml national activity, that the success of a
person in a leaders ip capacity depends lees
/isher, ££. clt ., p. 9»
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upon Inherent features or hi© personality
than upon the skills and attitudes that ha
possesses n trie kind of group atmosphere
in which he functions ,5
A part of this diversity of opinion may be bridged
by definition of supervision; as applied, it includes both
mechanical and tans* aspects. IftOattW and others indicate
that there are epeoific techniques end skills in the more
mechanical aspects of supervision which can be taught.'4
fhey Indicate souse of these as work process Improvement,
flow charting-, job analysis, layout, and wo annlng. Since
Havy training at the local level, for the most part does not
emphasise these functions. It appears that the Navy would
benefit st least In this respect, frorr* training,
:'<owaver, t' e present trend supported :y many author-
ities indicates t uman relations should be given the
greatest emphasis in supervisory training* . eoause they
constitute the caajor metnod of getting work done, Lavio
has referred to this by stating, that the foreman 1 *^ Job Is
essentially one of executive leadership, requiring the proper
performance of planning* organising, anc controlling proup
activities. 5 it is in tola major area of training for super-
Lavid Krech and hlchard I . ^ rutchfiela, theories
and Problems of t-oclal i :aycholofly , McGraw-Hill, iow lork,
ill lam 1, Moaner and others. Public Personnel
Adnl ni s tra t 1 on , harper and brothers rubTTshers, '..«w I'ork,
1%0. P. Ul4.
* Balph C. Davis, Xntius trial Organisation and ^ana^e -
ment, Barpov I rothars, Boo iork, 19U0» P» 5&2 *
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vision, the leadership area, that the greatest divergence of
Inion exists, Hiit study li not a comprehensive coverage
of leadersni. or of supervisory leadership, tout a review of
some of the Bore recent finding! and opinions Is of ioa : ort-
ance in a discussion of supervisory training.
LEADERSHIP
tudies concerned with leadership and leadership cevel«
op&ent are comparatively new. Mnce the most vivid examples
of the functioning of leadership are found In crises such
as wars, the majority of the early studies of leaders dp
were based on the study of great military leaders, such as
Napoleon or kelson. Later It was realised that leadership
was a potent force in more peaceful and less glamorised
activities of every day life. The growth and expansion of
industrial organisations and military forces, precipitated
by two world wars, revealed the .^.reat shortage of leaders
in botri of these fields; hence, research studies into leader-
ship were tmpleaenteu curing *'.orld i ar I and intensified
flag and after &orld lar IX.
A sujasary of the literature up to 1953 grouped the
explanations of leadership under three headings: (!)
leadership as myth and fiction; (2) leadership as a com-
posite of traits in the individual; and C$) leadership





the leader. inta same sumwarv divides the theoriea of
leadership into two cste -ories, herec.ity r..nd environ eat*
It concludes with the statement that the more recent studies
of this period do not support the comon belief that lead-
ers are born and not made:
merited traits must be supplemented by en-
vironmental factors which provide for their
proper development. As one reads the biograph-
ies of outstanding leaders in any field he Is
Impressed with the fact that these individuals
had training for the activities in which they
excel. I/his training .ave been direct and
intentional and again it may have been a more
or less Incidental part of their experiences.
In every field the demand is becoming more
insistent for leaders whose training has been
definitely planned and coordinated."
4lore recent leadership res earch has largely discar
ed the first two categories under the 1933 explanations of
leadership, and la generally less optimistic a tout the
feasibility of training for it.
Leadership as a myth and fiction has probably been
abandoned, partly because research worker© do not wish to
assume a defeatist attitude since leaders are in such demand,
but mostly because evidence Of leadership is indicated by
most humans in some form or degree.
fhe leadership characteristics hypothesis has been
thoroughly explored by students of the subject through many
r
-venry L. Buiill ana Levi M. K. ue er, A
7
;-rief ;."um-
raary of literature on Leadership , Bureau af 3©operative




approaches to the problem. The "Leadership in a i.-emocracy H
&y at vhio . tate H&l vor»t*jr« identified sight of these
as follows:
1. rmtl behavior in group sit »s.
2. Choice of associates.
5. ifrisit nsitll (in of qualified observers,
ij. 5 electio: ..<-eraons occupying positions
of leadershi
5. Analysis of biographical and case
i ii story cats*
6. The listing of traits considered to
be essential.
7. Supplementary aspects, including testing,
questionnaires, anc rating, scales.
6. fcgl groups.**
The abundance ami variety of toe characteristics listed froa
hundreds of separate studies, are confusing .. ven the most
ooMt.-.only listed characteristics do not represent a concen-
sus- pinion, b£ cause very few 1 were listed by
more than ten par MWfe fee sources citeJ, wal.cn included
over on :dred military and civilian reforenees,"
Hemphill states skat MM continued prevalence of the
trait-listing approach has resulted In a mass of data ft* the
B
Ralph . to -dill, "Personal a actors Associated tilth
Leaderahipta ••urvey of the Literature,*1 Journal of isychology ,
, January, 1914.6, pii, 2-J4.
9 ibid ., p. 7.
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personal qualities of leaders in raany "highly specific tut
unsysteraatlcally related situations. A review of the
literature by I togdill on tne pe; tonal factors in leader-
ship and including only those wh ch were listen in at least
fifteen of the 12J* sources, grouped then under five gener-
al headings! capacity, achievement, responsibility, par-
ticipation, and status* - to^dlll 1 * major conclusion, which
was aigsilarly supported by Jenkins in a review of studies
11
of leadership in military and industrial settings, was
that "qualities, characteristics, and skills required in
a leader are determined to a large extent by the demands
of the situation in which he is to function as a leader. **
Ihis conclusion has been accepted by most authorities;
hence, the trait approach, in and of itself, has been
largely abandoned*
i'ore recent approaches to leadership have stressed
the importance of the situation. This trend supports
vis* view of every leadership problem a& one having three
interact! n primary factors — the leader, the people
15led, and the particular situation. J The situational ap-
10
John K. , emphill, iituatlonal r a ctors in Leader*
ship, curea of Lduoatlonal Reeeareh Sonograph !<o. 3<?.,
„io :.tate university, I'lUS, p. 6.
11
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proach to leadership seems to provide a more sound oasis
for devislnr practical programs for the selection krola*
of those who are to uirect group activities. The gen-
eral theory of this method is that knowledge of the relation
of leadership to dimsasloai of the group will give a better
definition of leadership by revealing new functions required
of individuals In a leaders xu le main difficulty
i
in this approach lies in specifying: how factors In he
situation create demands on the leader's behavior.****-
roller conclusions were offered by Matthews in a
ter review of the literature on situational aspects of
leadership. He stresses "structuring of uroup behavior"
as an important aspect of the definition of leadership, and
mentions that the lack of adequate criteria has been the
chief weakness in validating leadership measures. *•->
A research project, whose mission is the development
of valid situational tests for the Army leaders Course,
has proposed the critical incident technique as e ; ossi-
bility. w A sain, the difficulty Is voiced that I valid
definition of critical leadership behavior is Ifteklmg.
Once defined, situations could be devised which would In-
15
Kemphill, ££. cit., p. 102.
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J. Matthew^, > , search on the i-evt ont of Valid
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elude specific Incident*, in which leaders;* L,. act! m was
especially effective or ineffective, fitfe t..e incidents
classified and available, the hypothesis considers that
potential leaders could be trained to solve intelligently
problems that might ariae in slsdlar future Incidente.
Leadership would supposedly develop because the man would
acquire traits and characteristics that would assist him
in handling each situation.
la 06>n< 1 us ion, research workers generally avoid
defining leadership ana estimate ten or more years before
a valid definition will be forthcoming, Ihe ma v Witty* how-
ever, agree that the leader, the people led, and the par-
tlcular situation are vital elements to be conslderec . ae
following expressed opinion of £andford is similarly held
by other research authorities. Although admitting that
knowledge about leadership is insufficient to do much in
the way of selection anu training, **our confusions are
more enlightened than they were twenty or even ten years
ago.*1?
I It r T .. :liiQ - ,*ILITAK1 > iAL
The military and industrial organisations have sot
mostly the "practical" way in the accoraplishncnt of their
—
American rsyedological Assoc! t: n, , litary
•dership," by
. . . andfotd. Armed i-o, cefc Faaiillarlsatlon
J8e in ••4111 tar? .•sycholog.y , A Course of 11+ Lectures
ven bv the American *'£ychoios*ical ssoclation, Inc.,
>on, 19U9, pp. XI I-20,
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missions. Their practical thin' in., in advance of any
valid "theoretical" rup ort, hal influenced their attempts
at training for leadership. Their re&fonin:: has been sim-
ilar to that expressed .y Teed In offer: Ictl
: of developing the art of leadership:
ally, I do not apologize for offering
this study without buttress' I at every
turn by support from controller siientific
experiments. i merely explain that such
experiments have thus tar hesn lamentable
few; and If a boo> were to wait upon such
formal scientific corro: ore t' on, no.-.e would
appear, perhaps, for another decade. In such
a field of observable human behavior as that
of personal leadership, we ere not, however,
without data which offer evidence that may
fairly be said to allow a careful study to
escape the stigiaa of anKkhalr theorlsin .
'
The view long held by the Half wa& expresse;; by I
>:f of lavftl Personnel in 1 9I4 9
s
the means, the metnods, and meanings — or
let us say, the skills, the mechanics, and
the philosophy •- are elements fundamental
to any art or profession. The practitioner
rust acquire the Skill, income well vtr&&&
in the mecnanica (or techniques) and have
some sort of philosophic aim, whether
engages in law, medicine, music, politics
or the art of leadership. Some Military
leaders, even as some musicians, may be born
artists; *e acknowledge the phenomenon of
tain*, rut the great majority are made,
v-elf-made ox- otherwise trained, they acquired
the necessary know-how the hard way through-
study, practice, and experience. Ihe point
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Early Informal methods stresses reading about, and
Imitation of, leaders or people occupying positions of auth-
ority, in industry and the military, supervisors at the
foreman and Chief retty Officer level were given little or
no formal training. They were "leaders" rlmarily by virtue
of position, with its attendant authority, and by longevity,
with Its accompanying status
.
Pioneer efforts of formal training for leadership at
shs supervisory level consisted or lectures and discussions
on qualities needed. : uch training suggested that "imita-
tion of your superiors, a study of a book on leadership,
and everyday practice" will make you a leader. is method
is not entirely extinct, although fortunately, it has been
improved by utilisation of better teaching metnods.
Ine contents of later courses stressed the Importance
of a knowledge of bwtll nature, principles of leadership,
and attitudes needed in dealing with people. ow M
approach to leadership was Illustrated effectively oy prob-
lem solving, esse studies, and leter, by role- layin .
-t-n 19Uu the iureau of Maval rersonnel distributed
a booklet entitled "The Petty C ffleer - ader" to all
units, recommend i 110 its use as a basis for a course in
leadership for petty officers. Comments requested from
fla -ii'icers on it& reception in the fleet revealed a




cers was not being carried on in the fleet. a thor's
opinion supports one comment that enlistee men are re com*
ciended for proisotion with little or no thoueht bein iven
to their leadership abilities, it seems ironical that the
abundance of talk and literature stresses fete** the number
one Job of a petty officer is to be a leader, yet the i'orn<al
training in this respect is tadly neglectec. General con-
currence with these thoughts that leader training with-
in local commands was insufficient, led the i ureau of fer-
;nel to suggest that such training shoulc be a continu?La .. ,
Pi
all hands evolution in the future, *
The success of such training w*ll depend less on the
booklet, &n& laore on the instructional methods selected
and used by the local coir* and s, therefore, an example of
the present training In hucuan relations in industry migfot
suggest a methodology.
.oslett describes a training course based on experi-
mental psychological evidence that trainees must partici-
pate in their own instruction in some ego-involving way
before substantial, permanent learning occurs. The
conference method is advocated, wherein participation by
20
"Leadership Program, w . . Kaval Training bulle -
tin , October, 19W, pp. 17-20.
21
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members greatly determines the subject matter, level ot
discussion, and lcamin speed. The four steps of trie con-
ference Include a ^roup discussion of the nature of the prob<
lera, the cause© of the problem, I I '.pht *nd wrong methods
of handling It, snd an analysis of ways to prevent the prob~
lea in the future. The conclusion is en. Ised that the
solution should be one formulated through the contributions
of all group members and not the "proper" decision which
the instructor posseaaaa*
:© first objective of Reslttfe's trainin a
cenuine appreciation, understancin.,, and acceptance by the
supervisors of the basic human needs of the workers on the
job, and an understancin? of the structure, functions, and
usefulness of groups. The second, accomplished through
role-playing, is acquisition of an approach which uses the









Before describing the training method* useu current-
ly in Industry, It should bej noted tiuit evaluation or
supervisory training baaed on concrete. Tactual evidence
of Improvement has been noticeably lac,I;< . -,q problem
ie termini n;/ the mint of change in supervisory behavior
has not as yet been solved by oirect measurement; its de-
termination exists as a challenge to the future. .'ioue
indirect Kfttbedl have been attempted, but they are subject
to other uncontrollable factors which very likely alter
their validities*
The majority of evaluations have been cased on
questionnaires, voluntary letters received from trainees,
and acclaims made by company executives; most of them
attest to the worth of such programs by siting heightened
rale, reduction in absenteeism and turnover, and other
factors as being directly attributed to training. These
state. ,ions are obviously subject to persona! bias and
are therefore considered to be of questionable value by
many.




On© questionnaire* entitled "iow rupervis©?", was de-
vised t? evaluate the result.1 of I vlsory train la- pro-
2
grams, l'wo equated forms, one administered prior and one
after the course, were use to measure the trainee's super-
visory ability on the basis of answers to a cover'
Important aspects? of supervisory ability. The author re-
yovtii. that two companies using, this ? l during the
experiment found significant gains, especially among notice-
ably poor supervisors.
kn appraisal of "Bow Supervise?" points to fact
that the test Is still not an objective measurement of
supervisory performance; it la a measure of the variation
la the supervisor's ability to arrive at the same answers
as the experts, but "this is a far cry fro proving that
is test measures actual supervisory quality or ability
as shown on the factory floor."*
oncrete evidence has been cited from studies where
controlled observations were made before and after training.
One source compute c the average Increase in general efficlen*
cy was 22..$% in a sample group of 1200 supervisors; *orker
reduction averaged an increase of lo.7%; turnover rates
2
uentin W. File, "The Management ervlsory





"Appraisal of Mr. Filers btudjr," rer sonnel
Journal. l%6, 2k, pp. *52-25$.
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were reduced ari a vera^e of ?£>%.** Other r -leons have been
: where statistical data are available on such items as
frequency and severity of accidents, absenteeism, number of
eugge: tions, grlevtaeee, production data, and coat data, A
word of caution in the use of such rt suits was given by
Planer*
In using such standards for neaaurinrr perform-
ance, management must make allowances for
Imf conditions within the organisation. •'ther
i'orces and conditions are always at work, and
some of the«ri may be the major factors in brir.
lag about improvements ox* in offsetti?. aa
which mirht otherwise have occurred ,5
Although not precluding the need for continued search
for more objective evaluatio , ircumatentlal evldenee of
the benefits derived fron>. supervisory tr* r sidered
sufficient to warrant its use. To deny the fact that train-
which is based on sound teaching techniques will not i»-
ove skills, knowledges, and attitudes, is "to say that
education and training aa developed over the years in educe*
nal institutions «nd business organisations have been a
waste of time and huB>an energy." It Is with a belief in
id tea ching tnat the following M are offered as a
proposal for those contemplating the use of supervisory
n
Loken anc; : trong, ou. cit ., pp. 182-183.
5 /isher, 0£. cit ., p. 29.
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training in the &avy. Ho "canned" approach or "one best way"
are advocated; rather are the moat coin only used and potent-
ially effective methods listed for consideration in tailoring
a course to help meet a local need.
:TUH.i. , Ob
The lecture is one of the oldeat ant; moat widely used
classroom teacnlnr methods, and its uses and abuses have
been as frequent in foreman training as they have been in
our educational institutions. The features of the lecture
are generally known because of it& frequent use. In brief,
it is a verbal presentation of information in which one or
only a very few of those present aid in the dissemination
of the material.' e pure lecture is aleiost unanimously
discouraged as a method for supervisory training} therefore,
it has often been supplemented t>y pictures, charts, or
other visual aids, iven this combination is not considered
effective for supervisory training, especially since train-
ing is considered to be a continuing activity. ' ome of the
reasons for this include a look of inter ••! factor, excessive
W& nation by the lecturer, no meaningful association of
ideas to the experience of the trainee, and many more.
in criticism of the frequent use of the lecture,
the r oint is often made that telling is not teaching, and
7 Qhiaelli and rown, op. cit., p. j>55.
1
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listening is not learning, fchereas this might also be
lied to other teaching methods, it is a major criticism
of the lecture as a training m- because its past usage
UpS largely neglect©;; group participation. I conference,
ease study, and role-playing methods are more acceptable
since they encourage more Individual contribution and in-
volve more f the trainee's senses in the learn rocess,
the use of the extended lecture is not advisable
for supervisory training; but, when used for short p riods
of time, it lias been advocated as a good method for pre-
senting new information to lar^e groups in a relatively
brief time. Its effective use in this instance, however,
requires association ft! ideas and experiences through verbal
means; and this has often been difficult in foremen classes,
e lecture has also served a useful purpose vhea little
learning is involved, such as efeftn points of information
are being disseminated,
?
An occasional lecture by a famous person, either
within the orgs ai sation or outside, has stimulated interest
in the subject I partial acceptance; lut it is
n , tful that trie long-run effect of such speeches includes
changed supervisory behavior, rrequent lectures by seen
r-
. .
Navy, ;..asio Teaching principles , (Kevised
191*9) preparer by the Chief of ^aval Air Technical Traln-
9
ahiselli and rown, o£. clt., p. y
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of authority r,ive rise to t c*rr5er, and there-
fore, are c ered to ct ne ative training results.
In combination with ether methods, tht lecture seems
to be more useful; in fact. industrial training has
increasingly recognised this. Instead of constituting' the
baais of the trftlall -ie lecture has assumed a
n ... role.
:
Far from new, the conference technique has received
increasing at tori tion in recent years and fttfti replaced al-
most completely the straight lecture method for train!:.
I lower executive and fctM ftlfHtllSh T p levels, -lile it
was formerly used bv only a few training specialists, I .ay
it has become a regularly used tool Tor line managemen t in
m&ny companies, Ffiffner etat t the conference
ould be the basis for all human relations training to-
llday. lnce this is the trend in the content of s»
it appears that the importance of conferences as a base for
all supervisor training will become increas l| r«;c > ;ized.
The term "conference" has to*en subject to wide Inter-
pretations ar. ms; and, as one authority concludes,
13
National Industrial Conference loard Heporr
IZli., 0£. Cit ., p. 1%
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it is a "troken-wlnded and pestiferous term."^ Of the
many synonyms Tor the term, "discuss ion" or ''meeting" are
probably most frequently heard. I -uoh modifiers as "pure,"
atrolled, " ''guided/1 "informal," "dett ute," ana others
are inserteu to clarify an author's Interpretation or varia-
tion; however, their inclusion often adas complexity to the
iseue and leaves the problem of definition of the term un-
solved. The use of the term in tuis stuay will doubtless
reflect parts of many of the above mentioned variations.
one definition of "conference metnoo" which is
accepted by many foreman training programs, is "a rroup
training method in which problem situations of common inter-
est are discussed in an effort lo formulate a solution
through the contributions of all of the §r#Vw>« ' fhe usee
of the method have been aiccly mentioned; one report n«t
founo that it is effectively used:
1. 'tthen an emergency arises and there is not
enough time to wait for a scientific solution.U ii « trouble -shooting a e vice.
2* IB • problem needs to be defined or an
issue clarified,
•u seeV" to improve cooperation in
an organisation.
12
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4. mien you need to work out clear unders tann-
ings of responsibilities.
5. QMHH you need to interpret poll dee and
standards of conduct,
6. When you wish to snow a need for further
training,
7. When individuals in a proop possess knowled e
pertaining to the problem, and wish to pool
the experiences and knowledge of the group
for dls««ftsioa and evaluation. ^4
rom the forei'oin/% it appears that a basic Ingredient
for conference success is ^roup participation on a subject
which comes within the realm of experience and knowledge of
the conferees. As an aid in improviag supervision, the con-
ference would seem to possess pre at possibilities Vor Chief
Petty officers as well as foremen, if membership were re-
stricted to these persons of equal responsibility, authority,
and rank,
A common core of procedure for the conference seems
to coincide with that intended by the father of the confer-
ence method, Charles H. Allen. is procedure was divided
into six steps by Becksan:
1. Assembling of experience from the rroup,
2. I.election of such experience data or facts
as function directly on the problem.
J, i valuation of pertinent data or experience,
15
. . .rice of education, "Report on irst
clonal Training Conference for distributive K4ueation9 a
1939. P. 9.
:>£>
k.. Conclusion or decision as to the best
procedure,
5. Planning to make the decision effective.
6. Carrying out the plan.
teps 5 and 6 are often not included in many confer-
ences; their inclusion *»ould seem to depend on the n&td for
action on the problem discussed.
tterback resolws any problem under conference c
sideratlon into two phaaes which he calls, (1) the explora-
tion of the issue, and (2) the resolution if11 eta of
opinion. The exploratory phase consists of subdividing
the issue, obtain! m opinions of the members on this,
and establishing points of agreement and disagreement.
resolution of conflicts of opinion include© clarification
of the reason for conflicts of opinion, reduction of the
area of disagreement, and finally a synthesis of conflict-
ing views.
hereaa the good conference is informal, it is not
17formless. { it is not designed for a pool orance,
which has unfortunately too often been the case. The rener-
j-
Beckman, op. cit. , p. I4.
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al consensu* of opinion Indicates that this pitfall la
avoided by the* Inclusion of at least two ingredients; first,
a good conference leader who leads by subduing hie e -o,
and secondly, active participation by each individual mem-
ber of the { roup In the solution of the problem, in the
final analysis, the total valuu derived £n m conference
is equal to the suir. of the contributions made by the in-
dividuals.
terback has described the role of the leader as
one of moderator, guide, and spokesman for the group. The
five functions which he performs include regulatin , iocus-
in
,
puiding, interpret! n and pointin u the discussion,
the assignment of these functions to the leader is much more
simple than their execution, but it Is commonly neld that
anyone who will prepare himself adequately and take every
opportunity to practice will soon develop the necessary
skill. ' &1« position is one of recognized importance,
and the problem of his selection introduces many variations
and implications. ?>ith much of training considered as a
line function, companies heve recognised a naed for train-
ing their line management to be pood conference leaders.
La same function of training subordinates Is considered
a vital responsibility of the Chief retty Officer? hence,
13








in ^alninr effectiveness In any group training which he
undertakes, he too, way well need tne skill to perform as
a conference leader.
The general conclusion reached from I; a wide uae
indicatea that the advantages of the conference method far
outweigh the disadvantages, ecianan points to its prime
advantage aa belnr a "chocolate coated educational device."*
:lzool $
n
"class," "home-work, " and oth^r terms pose a
mental block to most supervisors and Chief ?etty Officers,
The generally low educatio al level of these two -roups,
as previously noted, is given as a reason for their appre-
hension of any training which is labelled as education.
refore, it is isoetly the Informality Ml conference
fc ich appeals to these practical people oftenc the
stigma often associated with having', to leave the shop to
attend classes.
Two frequently mentioned advantages, both iron the
standpoint of Interest aroused and fro acquired,
are the emphasis and opportunity given for participation,
.oclt-tt cites several sources of evidence that "mean! ngful
participation Is a key to efficient learning in any field
of activity. "^* The formalism of lecture and teacher-
dominated methods are roadblocks to the participation de-
75
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sired; hence, removal of these under the conference syatem
is considered an advantage in ^pen* n the channels for
individual contribution.
3 friendly "§£*• an ' ; take" at the conference table
develops fellowship MM U, both of *hich aid in the
satisfaction of a basic human need — a sense of lelonging.
This would be of especial advantage in the la vy situation,
sin lief Petty Officers have separate living quarters
,
clubs, and me&a facilities, and spenc a reat percentage
of their off duty time together. It is quit* probable that
conferences woulo be "re-hashed" and new problems of mutual
interest Jiseovered at the table during meals and in the
bunkroom after taps,
ervlsory training is usually deelg: i incul-
cate new, and often to change old, attitudes through obser-
vance of commonly accepted principles o„ ration. The
conference method itself is based on sound psychological
principles which state that, "policies and peg ions are
niore acceptable to people who have participated in their
formulate n, partly because they understand them, partly
because they are aware of the events and conditions which
make I necessary, and partly because they have been
22
consulted and have contributed to their formulation."
22





Once again* the advantage mentioned seems to have great
niflcance for the avy supervisor, frequently *
Chief retty Officer needs "overtime'' workers to repair an
aircraft, fix a machine, or accomplish other tasks, outside
of regular work.. :.:>urs. The willingness of the crew is
often dependent on the recognised ne.d for completion of
the task at that time, and this need is best fulfilled if
the Chief has the answer at hand, is only one example
of many which might be cited, where the supervisor's task
way be lightened and his effectiveness in controlling the
working crews be increased, *t it greatly dependent on
I competence of the s pervisor in interpreting find convey-
ing to his subordinates, acceptable reasons for such tasks
or at: ignments, in summary, Dm conference method, with
its psychological advantages, makes it more probable that
the Chief Fatty Officers will alvea accept the policies
and regulations, and that because of them, the subordinates
will also.
Closely allied wii m previous advantage is that of
creating opportunity for a two-way flow of communication,
There are many methods of communication in an organisation,
but the conference, with its informal atmosphere, seems to
be highly advantageous in letting supervisors "in on the
word." Free flowing two-way communication is considered




of today, and the important osition of the supervisor In
this key function Is recognized more irequently. *
Another advantage frequently cited is that "tue level
of discussion is closely matched to the members 1 learning
speed, since they do most of the talking." * This implies
once again the presence of informality, participation, and
common interest, which are considered vital in the learning
process.
Mot the least of the benefits to be considered Is the
development of teamwork. Fisher states, '"Conferences fos-
ter teamwork, and teamwork is a prerequisite of successful
Inistration in an age of specialization and large-scale
operation. "^ Although lull cooperative effort directed
towards a common goal is the desire of any organisation, it
arc as a more important need In the armea services be-
cause their mission affects the nation. Team activity is
stressed through competitloo among squadrons, ships, and
stations as a means of upgrading the efficiency and effect-
iveness of the fciavy. The fostering of teamwork through
conferences at the command level should aid the Chief tty
Officer In doing a better job of supervision in his divis-
ional work, since he will have a clearer view of the or-
ganizational objectives as related to his divisional
2»
Tfiffner, oo. cit ., pp. 149-152.
2k oslett, o£. cit., p. 5.
Isher, op. cit.. p. 23.
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of today, and the important osition of the supervisor in
this key function is recognized zaora irequently. *
Another advantage frequently cited is that "the level
of discussion is closely matched to the members • learning
speed, since they do most of the talking." ^ This implies
once again the presence of informality, participation, and
common interest, which are considered vital in the learning
process.
Hot the least of the benefits to be considered is the
development of teamwork, Fisher states, "Conferences fos-
ter teamwork, and teamwork is a prerequisite of successful
inistration in an age of specialization ®nd large-scale
or
operation."*^ Although full cooperative effort directed
towards a common goal is the desire of any organisation, it
app are as a more important need in the armed services be-
cause their mission affects the nation. Team activity is
stressed through competition among squadrons, ships, and
stations as a means of upgrading the efficiency and effect-
iveness of the fcavy. The fostering of teamwork through
conferences at the command level should aid the Chief Petty
Officer in doing a better job of supervision in his divis-
ional work, since he will have a clearer view of the or-
ganizational objectives as related to hie divisional
£-
fiffner, oo. cit., pp. I2t9*l5f«
^lett, 0£. cit ., p. 5.








Dee:. it© the many -<ood features of the onfersnce,
it is, however, not without its disadvantages as a trainir.
method. Its potential benefits are often nzver realized
in many training programs; &nd, c many reasons for this
failure which might be listed, the majority seem to be
classified as operational shortcomings. As previously ment-
ioned, the successful conference is a -roup process; hence,
failure on the part of individuals to contribute aometh'nf
worthwhile to the di;-: cussion will result in m ible
accomplishment. Meaningless contributions of high soundi
words ana idealistic phrases, side debates between Individ-
uals on irrelevant or minor points, and excessive domina-
tion of the "floor** by the leader or individual members,
are common occurrences in conferences. The change from
the autocratic lecture method to the democratic group process
has tended to make the participants go "overboard" in their
efforts fee contribute, thus often clouding the issues and
stifling progress towards the accomplishment of training
actives. In her discussion of the process of collective
thinking, Coyle emphasises the various roles assumed by
individuals and realistically describes taw* these lead to
objectionable results in many conferences:
Personal habits of participation further
affect the process as it continues. The
constant talkers, the orators, the silent
•3 law
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s.bers, all se/v» to Determine the coarse
of discussion. The speed of reip me is a
further factor. idu&ls react Bosm
slowly, some promptly to the flow of au^res-
tion. In the course of a discussion there
will often occur belated responses to ideas
farther upstream which 'nave just corae through
to articulation, individuals with stock
panaceas can be countec on to trot out their
H/tles, no matter how remote they ©ay sees
from the subject in hand. us si one
will contain also participants with diffuse
minds who contribute larpe masses of unrelated
and unorganized material. 26
milar results as described above have been ©xper-
lanced In foreman training; and to combat these, many
companies have structured their conferences by using group
leaders who follow discussion outlines as guides. One
topic is usually covered during one or more meetings as
a means of overcoming preoccupation with any one subject.
Trie purpose of such arrangement is to combine the desire-
able features of direction and guidance »lt ae of in-
formality and participation. It is for these reasons that
ckman offers the directed discussion technique to "trans-
form the 'blarney 1 and ,word-|?uesslnp gMfta 1 hich character-
ise so many supervisory training- meetings iato media for
genuine constructive thinking."2? However, the degree of
^
,
Grace L. Coyle, " f-octal Process in Organized
./roups , Rot York, Kichard :. . J-mith, 1^36. pp. lc'7-16b.







acceptance under I m depends greatly on the
extent of leader nation, as I fie; ity of course
.tent in meet' be felt needs of th< pervisors as
they see them. In conclusion, the difficulty, and conse-
quently » disadvantage of the conference, la trie problem of
determining what materiel is to be include. , torn it i«
selected, and finally, how it is disseminated. The tas>: of
balancing these factors is considered momentous, and pest
failures in this respect have, therefore, caused disadvant-
ages to be charged against the conference.
Criticisms other than operational which are made
against this method include its slowness as a training de-
vice, and consequently, its costliness. The time and
cost elements appear as more important considerations in
laduatrial training, but they can not be overlooked when
considering the foavy situation. The selection of times and
places of meetings introduces disadvantages, which, of
coarse, might be levelled against other Irainlfi ,aoda
as well as the conference. I owever, the change from the
pressure of the shop to the informality of the conference
Is often difficult during the day, whereas a lecture or
movie might be taken "in stride." Again, the ^avy, with
training constituting the major portion of its mission,
possesses advantages over the production minded industrial






In summary, the conference a«u; possibilities for
greater «*vy use, out It la unlikely that any one conference
method *ouid be sufficient for ;»avy-wide jsss. 4a in
i .austry, the aelection should be made upon consideration
of the j. actors ana others whicn are associated
with the local conditions.
ie-playing, which is an outgrowth of the psycho-
drama or «oclo-drama, is & recent method for training fore-
men, fhe advocates of this method have indies. , ta
possibilities in many training •lteafei«i s, but foremanehip
training has aaopted it primarily for human relations
alctlng •
Ktea central idea of rola- lajiu, la the assignment
of various members of the training f roup to role®, and the
acting out of problem situations. I'he problem is usually
one suggested by the ^roup or the leader staring tne course
of a tralnln, cie cuss ion, thus indi eating the spontaneous
and unrehearsed acting that is encouraged. Variations in
procedure exist, some of i are mentioned by Eivelas
as:
1. ' trict definition of the problem situation




2. Loose d«finltion of the problem so that
"play" is highly »p ntaneous and the outcome
almost unpredictable
.
5. Consideration of sin. -It or multiple incidents.
!*• Previous instruction for sorae roles as to
how to react if certain events occur, or
instruction limit© to beins told to reset
'naturally. »29
The selection of which role-pla;?lnK procedure to use,
like all training, is considered dependent on the Individual
diagnosis of the organisation in which training is to be
»H . One source cites that, after several years of
trial and error la the use of role-playing for If i thing
specific social skills, it found a neid for, "(1) the use
of carefully planned 'stereotype • situations es basic
training material, and (2) rather clo;-© controls of all
roles being played, with the exception of the role primarily
under consideration — that one beine, left entirely fr^e to
be played as the individual sees fit. "5°
A typical role-playing session would consist of the
following steps:
1. Choosing tiie probleat.
2, Agreeing on the details of the case,
5. Defining the roles.
55
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\±. Defini 1 of the people not acting —
clarlfyin the place of the observers.
5. The role-playin? Itself.
31
6. The discussion following the role-playin .
The above steps indicate that role-playing ie a group action
and not limited to the actors, troup participation is en-
couraged and provided, as was the case in the conference
method. oweve , role-playing is consider d to be of more
therapeutic value, since the participation involves concrete
action rather than verbal contributions. IfftBf programs
have found the use of sound recording as an indespensable
tool during its sessions. '. ince recording and playing back
speeches is a procedure used in public speakinr training,
it has similar advantages for the supervisors in encour:.
self-development and improving his ability to speak
effectively.^2
the reasons given by Tyler for using role-playing in
human relations training at the American Type I ounders
Company are representative of those which were instrumental
in its adoption by other companies. This company noted
that a gap existed between theory and practice in the human
—
A.A. Llveri^ht, le-Playing in Leadership Traln-
lnS»" Personnel Journal , April, 1^:1, Vol. 29, p. I4J.3.
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edition, ilehard P, Irwin lne~ Chicago, 1951» p. 287*
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relations field. After a careful itttAy* It woe found that
supervisors gave verbal approval to promoting greater numan
underatandInn through the use of principles and techniques,
but that under the stress of the shop -ay, they experienced
difficulty In relating these principles to actual problems.
A second cause was the interference of inbred attitudes
and old habits with their efforts to improve. ^5 xhe theory
on which role-playing was adopted wes that, by making the
situation as realistic as possible, the acceptance and
practice of these principles would aid in combatting former
bad habits in dealings with subordinates.
Th* advantages accorded this training method by its
proponents are many, however, it is generally recognized
that its relative newness in foreman tralnlnr has preclud-
ed extensive evaluation; and therefore, its merits may be
overestimatec.
e most frequently mentioned advantage is that role-
playing "shows how" rather trian "tells how*. Tince the
Navy training manuals l tress learninr by uoing, this mipht
have considerable application for Chief Petty Officer train-
ing. Bavelas mentions that, in terms of effecting on-the-
job behavior changes, actual practise as given la role-
playing sessions has several a m over t ,-ie pure dis-
* T9JJ A. h. Tyler, "A Case : tudy of Hole I laying,
"




cuss Ion and other methoas.-'** The Interest and participation
are present, as In the conference, but an added feature i»
the "actions speak louder than words theory. Turin;- re-
plays, various points of view can be demonstrated, and their
effectiveness evaluated by the group. SIms there is usually
no one best method for handling a human relatione prorlem,
these contributions by his peers gives the foreman a con-
sensus of opinion view toward solution.
Another point emphasised is that role-playing makes
a person sensitised to himself and sensitized to the ef-
fects of his actions on others. ^5 fhe first point is illus-
trates by the fact that it has often happened that a verson
makes the same mistakes in role-playing that he unconscious-
ly makes on the job; and immediately after the play, he
points out his own errors. The second effect, becoming
sensitised to the feelings of his subordinates, is made
possible becau&e other members of the group play the sub-
ordinate roles and are able to exprtas the effects caused
by his actions, fhis latter is not generally available in
real life situations or in a conference, and is therefore con-
sidered of great aid to the supervisor who is trying to do
a better Job but who is unaware of the effect that his










arsatization of a situation discussed provides
ood basis of common experience for the group. is hss
further significance to everyone, both ac interest and
partioipat5on (actors, when all help in setting up the sit-
uation. Future references during any diecussion would
nrafore have more meaning for the group members, maintain
their interest, stimulate their participation, and supposed-
ly aid in the learning process. I ince role-playlm is rost
often used with the conference method, it has especial value
as a spontaneous device for putting an idea or discussion
into practice. This immediate application of words into
Meaningful action is usually given preference to tha "cold
storage 1* theory, whenever possible*
Tyler*s role-playing exp<rriment revealed thia as a
isible means for knowing the rood foreeian from the bad.
La company noted "a terrific drop in tha performance of
some parsons, and on tracing it back, have learned that
there B*ema to be a direct correlation between good per-
formance in role-playing and rood performance in the fact-
ory. "*" If this possibility were explored further find found
valid, its use in selecting and training petty officers in
the Navy is obvious.
It appears that, like the conference method, role-
55
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playing has disadvantages which are In great part operation-
al In nature. Several of these are Hated by Liverl&ht,
who mentions that role-playing is more difficult to use
effectively than other methods. ^' less effectively in-
troduced, the group may resent the technique as childish.
The casting of parts often is badly handled in that embarrass-
stent is caused by including those who really did not want
to take part. More responsibilities are placed on the
leader than la the conference because he must be able to
"do" as well as "tell how." Another source mentioned that
the cases are often di ricult to develop so as to exclude
non-essentials and still match the needs of the groups and
shop conditions.
In addition, unless carefully guarded against, many
groups have place major emphasis on actinr rather tl
the .-roblen involved. A final disadvantage, which is
worthy of s ering, li that "a direct quest' on or problem
may be more effective and take less time. "^9
These disadvantages suggest that role-playing can be
too lengthy, less efficient, and ineffective, unless properly
used; its proper use demands a skillful leader, even more
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appears possibility for wider use of role-playing in Navy
training, especially in the direction of human relations
training for Chief Petty I ere.
;
>ervisory training has practised the case method
since fcorl 1, but its recent use has been more wide-
spread, especially a s sn aid In training supervisors to cope
with hutaan problems. The case method is defined as an
educational method which develops the tralnee*s ability to
re, a problems, discover ami analyse pertinent facts,
and make decisions that will apply best under certain sets
of circumstances. An essential feature of the case method
is a discussion of the various points involved in the prob-
lem and the approaches to its solution; therefore, foreman
training has usually considered the case method as a la-
ment to the conference. As a means of ma kin;- the train'
more realistic. Interesting, and practical, the cases dis-
cussed are usually taken from actual experiences.^
The case method, like the conference, has variations,
ffiost of which can be classified under the headings of
"free* and ''determinate.'* In the determinate >d, the
4 nussell .;. Jreenly, "The Case Method in : uper-
vlsory Iraining," Personnel t tries ho. ^6, American Manage-










leader attempts to e the p toward a best solution
based on his own opinion or . opinio.. ae free ty; e
assumes there is no best answer and places emphasis on
stimulating the conferees to think in terms of broad areas
of leadership, rather Ihiup forcing a set of principles or
solution on the learner. The majority of forejaan training
has followed the former method, wit. . p opinion
being considered as the "best" solution.^" The reason for
this is that, el ace there is no answer book for the problems,
it is believed that Mm I ..-ervisor will accept - ore readily
any conclusion which he and his colleagues have established*
A further as -ion is that the co&ssioaly accept rin-
ci.les will be repeated in laany different problems, and
that frequent use of the© in discussions will gain accept-
ance by the supervisor. ><ith little thought or reflection,
he will appl^' tnete principles on the j*b«
ie advocates of the case method point to the realls-
tic aspect as being stimulating and practical. : ince many
of the unpleasant parts of a supervisor *£ I are his per-
sonnel problems, the case method aids in prevention ft]
cure of these by teaching hie to foresee, (UsgMHi and
cure seany which confront him*
oldin^/ a different viewpoint are those who feel triat
m Conference board Report ;«o. 12i^ , o£. cit., p. 25«
1 B#d
1
this . kd views visor's Job as a series b*
lame; ec -entiy, the supervisor becomes too analytical
about moat, phases of his work. anath<T opinion believes
t every hu^an problem Is uifferent &n<l that general
prixicii-les can not be applies effectively to specific prob-
lems.
conclusion. It uusL ot. stated that cc. .es do
not rely on the case method alone; on the contrary, uiey
u£se it in teajvaetiatl with other teaching metfaoos . As a
means or developing an analyti I ipprti ob to problems and
of verbally relet
i
KM problems to actual experience, the
ease method nas sue- in its favor*
IBS AX
I t sOttrsai nesitat* to consider training aids under
the category ox a te aching MrifctAj bhaj prefer to emphasize
their use as alus to other methods. itegaruless of their
classification, Gaining alas are usea *i.ciy in supervisory
training anal are therefore worthy of eonsiueration.
_ainin& aids have been di video into four types
j
syntactic training os vices, visual training aids, audio*
visual training aids, and auditory training alds.^ Ihe
two categories used most comr only in supervisory train!
J72
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are visual an4 audio-visual, snd they include posters,
blackboards, atrip film, silent films, anc *ound -motion
ctures.
Training aids have contributed to the learnin • roeesa
in many ways. ftMMsf those noted arej addinr interest to the
training situation, helping to clarify verbal explanations,
presenting the information in less titre, focussing the
attention of all the trainees on one item at the prooer fcl»t t
and aupealinr to wore than one e*ntse» There exists no
stereotyped pattern for their use, but evidence indicates
that caref 1 preparation should be made by considering such
factor® as the instructional up ose, flexibility, timeli-
ness, simplicity and unity, colorfulness, &nd visibility of
the aid.**5
The $avy is well acquainted with training aids, since
they were used extensively durin" and after the recent war.
*ever, a criticism of military use of aids was wade by
a consensus of opinions of educators who were raerebers of
the various services during the war.^ The coreplaint was
that the attempt was often saadt to -:)lace: the heaviest burden
of the teaching process on the aid rather than on the teach-
er. Industrial supervisory training has experienced this
U5
i pi*., pp. hyt- .
** M* i haabers, "Armed Forcea Educational rrograjES,*1
encyclopedia of ..... c& „: a a .t.<inrch
,
revised edition, Mae*
niillan Cocvany, New York, 1950, pp. j B-6Aj..
..
same difficulty* daaplfc* the fact t:. Mural Is
that training aide alone carrot do a u o.. ow-
ever, present supervisory training program* strive to guard




conclusions kK~ . m
SUM.-AHY
is study has discussed supervision and supervisory
training in an effort to offer a proposal for lmprovi
supervision in the tfavy. The broad field of supervision
has been reduced to the two or three lower levels in indus-
try, commonly referred to M the foreman level, A search
for an adequate liavy counterpart revealed the Chief i-etty
Officer as meeting similsr requirements for the supervisory
functions performed by the foreman, further basis for com-
parison was obtained from an historical recording of the
evolutions of these two men, their Jobs, selection pro-
cedures, and supervisory training. Navy tftlMtellag and the
influence of the Bureau of Personnel on the Chief Petty
Officer were indicated. Having compared the two supervisory
positions, a discussion of leaders ip and the practicability
for training leaders were presented. In tnis presentation,
the findings and opinions of research workers were contrast-
ed with those of the practical men of action in industry
and the military forces. Lvidence of i^avy and industrial
attempts to develop supervisory ability through formal train-
lng was indicated, and a review was made of the current









Ittffcfil kn* H »-;fl»bl : 11
most commonly used and potentially effective for military
use. 'Iho*e net noda ©elected were described, discussed pro
and con, and offered as a proposal for improving super-
vision by Chief Petty Officers through classroom training
within local commands.
m material pertaining to the foreman wss obtained
from published books, pamphlets, and current periodicals,
Navy periodicals, current official publications, and per-
sonal experience of the author* furnished the information
concerning the Chief ratty Officer ^nd his training. Lata
on leadership and training methods were obtained from a
wide variety of available literature.
COM LA | §j
This study lias Indicated many important points which
might well be consi oared by anyone proposing formal trai li-
as an approach to improving supervision. These are
sup^ttteu as guiding principles for any such program; the
list is not complete and no implication is made that all
those incluaed are applicable in every situation,
1, there ie, a*, yet, no "one-best" formal metnod of
training supervisors. A combination <^f sound teachii
techniques should be detertcined for eacn particular situa-
tion, .lection of methods should be primarily based on





and exp rience of the trainees, and the organization snd
circumstance»• under which the training is to be conducted.
2. To be most effective, training stust be accepted
by the trainee. This implies that the goals &nd approaches
to ttfeta should be determined bv the training group; when
such are consistent with the objectives of the MP animation,
the probability of acceptance of the training content is
increased.
}• The social atmosphere of the supervisor's ;lace
of work should approximate the teaching atmosphere of the
classroom. The extent to which tne supervisor is permitted
to put what he learns into practice is greatly determined
by the relationships between the two. In fact, the causes
for many unsuccessful train' rograma have been traced to
mere verbal acceptance of trainln% objectives by the ii rher
echelons unaccompanied with more positive support thro gh
action.
4. draining for leadership is a continuing process,
because leadership is dynamic and constantly changing. The
leader, the led, and the particular situation are the
three prlinary factors of leadership, and a change in any
one of these alters the demands ^ade on the product.
5. There exists no objective or direct mesaurewent
of supervisory ability. Consequently, all attempts at







measures, which ere usually subject to uncontrollable fact-
ors. Any such results should be valued accordingly, al-
though not discarded as wholly useless.
6. Active participation is a key to efficient super-
visory training. Evidence accumulates that Meaningful
participation is a key to efficient learning in any field
of activity. This hypothesis has been accepted for many
years In teaching job skills, tut It has only recently been
adopted for hucran relations training*
7* The supervisor must recognize the Individual r*nd
individual differences in his working relaticnships wit
people. The worth and dimity of the human man is an
active, creative force thro <rhout the world. Its impact
on the working atmosphere has been felt and ntua-t be recon-
ciled by fair supervisory treatment, supported by action
as well as being expressed verbally.
8. The conference method, or som variation of It,
is rapidly becoming the basis for all forwal supervisory
training. With the :?:ajor emphasis In supervisory training
being placed on hutran relations, the conference method has
been selected because of it* psychological and teaching
advantages in this field*
9« ' u ervisory training should be conducted among
trainees of comparable position and experience. The slsa




patlon dtsired; past experience indicates that groups of
tan to twenty-five members rive successful results,
10. Training progra e should be flexible, although
not totally lacking in olrection. re rigidly
structured end controlled regard inr times of mectl r
attendance requirements, program content, am? other factors,
have been generally leas successful. other words, train-
ffleers and program directors must also reeegnlse
supervisors as Individuals with significant differences,
and must consider these when undertaking any pre which
affect them,
11. A sense of belor Is a basic huroan need, and
it can be fostered gristly through cooperative p;roup action
in any organisation. ervisory training aide in this
process by relating individual effort to organizational
p;oals •
12. u ©rvi&ory training is an excellent means of
communication since it usually employs non-authoritarian
methods. Acceptance of the policies and regulations by the
supervisory force will greatly enhance the possibility
that the rank and file will also,
•nphasis is again made that these are some, and by
no means all, of the s
.









The following recommendations are offered to improve
the effectiveness of training within local comusands:
1. Wider dissemination of related information on
training conducted within local comtasnds should be made
as a means of further guidance to tr^inir^ officers in the
fleet units*
2. The ftavy should be acquainted with the objectives
and methods of supervisory training conducted bf progressive
industrial organisations for possible adaption of effective
training techniques.
3. All officers and the higher rated petty officers
should be schooled in the conference procedure and the
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UNITED STATES NAVY VOCATIONAL INFORMATION BRIEF
Electrician's Mate
(EM)
Large naval vessels have been, in
instances of emergency, the sources
of supply of electrical power for
several coastal cities. The opera-
tion and repair of electrical plants powerful
enough to provide such service, as well as the
maintenance and repair of the ship's electrical
equipment, is the work of the Electrician's
Mates.
DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Electrician's Mates install, operate, maintain,
and repair such equipment as generators, electri-
cal motors, searchlights, yardarm blinkers, and
the lighting and power-distribution systems
found aboard ship. They test circuits for shorts,
grounds, and other casualties, and perform
electrical shop work including the refinding
of armatures and the maintenance of storage
batteries.
Some of the duties of Electrician's Mates are
as follows:
(1) Circuits and wiring: Install or replace power and
lighting circuits aboard ship; repair open circuits; find
and clear grounds; and run wiring for fans, call hells,
and lights.
(2) Distribution Paneli and Switchboards: Clean,
check, and repair distribution panels, switches, and switch-
boards; lubricate controllers; and maintain and repair
voltage regulators.
(3) Transformers: Maintain and repair current and
voltage transformers.
(4) Generators: Clean, lubricate, and repair generating
equipment.
(5) Motors: Clean, lubricate, and perform upkeep on
electric motors ; and wind, bake, and iniulate armatures
and field coils for electric motors.
(6) Electrical Equipment: Repair electrical equipment
of ship's boats, including the ignition system; and repair
electrical appliances such as toasters, electric drills, and
sterilizers.
(7) Batteries: Install and repair storage batteries.
(8) Searchlights: Operate and perform upkeep on
searchlights.
(9) Tests and Inspections: Test and inspect all ship*
board electrical power apparatus using voltmeters, am-
meters, ohmmeters, wattmeters, and circuit analyzers.
(10) Electrical Connections Connect electrical power
machinery and electrical power equipment including gen-
erators and distribution switchboard*; splice wire and
cable; and solder electrical connection*.
(11) Blueprint* : Read and prepare electrical sketches.
diagrams, and blueprints.
In the course of their training and experience,
Electrician's Mates develop skills in and a
knowledge of the following:
(1) Electricity: Electrical theory and its practical ship-
board application in ' motors, generators, transformers,
switchboards, control appliances, and other electrical
equipment, three-wire and four-wire transmission systems;
alternating and direct current; wiring diagrams and elec-
trical circuits ; Ohm's and Kirchoff's laws ; and electron
theory.
(2) Power Equipment: Theory, construction, and char-
acteristics of A.C. and D.C. motors, controllers, genera-
tors, voltage regulators, and current and voltage trans-
formers ; and the layout and installation of switchboards
and panels.
(3) Theory : Theory of the vacuum tube, theory and
operating principles of the various types of synchro units
used in interior communications and fire control; theory
of the gyroscope
; and the theory of dry cell and storage
batteries.
I 4 ) Mathematics : Ratio, proportion, decimals, frac-
tions, and percentages.
Electrician's Mates in the lower pay grades generally
perform the routine duties, while those in the higher pay
grades perform more technical duties' and instruct and
supervise the others.
WORK ASSIGNMENT
Electrician's Mates serve on all types of ships
and at naval shipyards and bases. It is the basic
policy of the Navy to rotate its personnel
between sea or advanced base assignments and
assignments within the continental limits.





Candidate for the School for Electrician's
Mate* mutt qualify on the Navy Arithmetic
Teat, which measure* the ability to use numbers
in practical problems; and on the Navy Mechani-
cal Test, which measures potential ability for
work of a mechanical nature, and indicates the
extent of familiarity with mechanical and elec-
trical tools, principles, and operations.
School courses in electrical shop, practical and
shop mathematics, and physics are helpful. Pre-
vious experience in electrical work is advan-
tageous.
TRAINING GIVEN
Upon entering the Navy all personnel are sent
to a Recruit Training Center for fourteen weeks
of indoctrination and basic training, guidance,
and classification. Upon completion of this peri-
od, training for the work of Electrician's Mates
is provided in Navy Training Schools, through
on-the-job training, and through the study of
training manuals furnished by the Navy. Some
of the areas covered in the school for Electri-
cian's Mates are as follows:
(1) Fundamentals of electricity
(2) Electric properties of wires and cables.
(3) Principles of batteries
'4 i Fundamentals of magnetism
(5) Electrical measuring instruments and tbeir
cations.
16) Fundamental, of electrical equipment such I
erators and motors
(7) Principles of DC and AC circuits
(8) Elementary mathematics and physics which i





19) Soldering and brazing of electrical equipmer
PATH OF ADVANCEMENT





Electrician's Mates Third Class
Electrician's Mate Second Class
Electrician's Mate First Class









Aviation Electrician's Mate (AE)
(See Brief No. 53)
Construction Electrician's Mate (CE)
(See Brief No. 41 )
Interior Communications Electrician (IC)
(See Brief No. 34)
RELATED CIVILIAN JOBS
Training and experience in the Navy provide
personnel with the background, skills, and
'cnowledge for many civilian occupations. The
extent to which they will be prepared or quali-
fied for these occupations will depend to a great
extent on the breadth of their Navy experience
and the degree of advancement they have
achieved, as well as upon any occupational or
apprenticeship credit granted by civilian au-
thority of one type or another.
Some civilian jobs that are closely related to











In time of national emergency this occupation
will be sub-divided into the following emergency
service occupations.
Electrician's Mate P ( Power and Light Electri-
cian ) (EMP)
Electrician's Mate S (Shop Electrician) (EMS)
Electrician's Mates checking a motor
T«is is one of 47 Vocetlonol Information trier's covering the motor fob opportunities in tee Navy. For further Information




tract From The I nip board ting Manual
. Om of the rajor fields or knowledge in which
every officer, petty officer, and petty officer striker
oust be trained Is admin! stration and supervision, if they
are to fulfill the function of a leader, Shifts is, to gftt
the Jot done throw >ple. Any supervisor rr.ust have five
classes of knowledge. They are:
(1) knowledge of the job which he is to supervise
and a reasonable aruount of skill la the performance of t
Job.
(2) linowledge of policy (regulations and standard
ffftifftHftH procedures) sufficient to enable him to inter-
pret and administer that policy.
(5) Knowled^ft of how to handle »en In such s way as
get the greatest possible production. It It evident
that the relate, -s or the leader with his ncn will have
a direct bearing on morale, over-leave, anci reenlistssent.
Low moz-ele, high over-leave rate, und low percenters of
tfnlistssent may all be evidences of poor leadership and
will advcr. -. :„ affect production and operation. This very
broad topic way be further divide- to many sub-topics
i ueh a*;
:
(a) Lffect of "exampls."
(b) "Consistency*' of dieclpline.
'
lul
(cj eed for "feeling of security.
*
In brief, anyt.ilnp affecting the mental, moral, or physi-
cal well-bein^ of hia teen is the concern of the leader.
(!*} Knowledge of job methods, This Involve© shop
or work area arrangement, fttslfftlag eien to jobs, and other-
wise carrying the wor< with the greatest possible efficiency.
(5) Knowledge of instructional methods. The brinp-
in .-.- of each man to his maximum opera tional efficiency thro
training is the direr t Bind immediate responsibility of the
supervisor. his involves stimulating the man to a desire
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